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Non-additive r i n g and module theory V. 
P r o j e c t i v e and c o f l a t objects. 
Bodo P a r e i g i s 
The notion of a f i n i t e l y generated p r o j e c t i v e K-module, 
where K i s a commutative r i n g can be defined i n many 
d i f f e r e n t ways. Several of these d e f i n i t i o n s may be c a r r i e d 
over to monoidal categories. For closed Symmetrie categories 
some of these g e n e r a l i z a t i o n s have been known f o r some time 
under d i f f e r e n t names [1 , 3 , 4, 5, 6, 12] . I n [3] i t was 
observed that these notions coincide with the notion of a 
strongly d u a l i z a b l e space i n the monoidal category Stab , 
the stable homotopy category. 
In t h i s paper we want to study the g e n e r a l i z a t i o n of 
f i n i t e l y generated p r o j e c t i v e A-modules P i n monoidal 
(not n e c e s s a r i l y closed or Symmetrie) categories, where A 
i s a K-algebra. We c a l l such objects P " f i n i t e " . At the 
end of the paper we s h a l l a l s o i n v e s t i g a t e a s l i g h t l y stronger 
notion of " f i n i t e l y generated p r o j e c t i v e A-objects". 
One p r i n c i p a l obstacle f o r t h i s g e n e r a l i z a t i o n i s that C 
i s not ne c e s s a r i l y closed so that the tensor produet does 
not preserve d i f f e r e n c e cokernels. Although we can define, 
l i k e i n module categories, the tensor produet M ® A N "over" 
a monoid A , we do not have a s s o c i a t i v i t y anymore. The f i r s t 
s e c t i o n of t h i s paper shows a way how to deal with t h i s prob-
lem. 
Section 2 and 3 are devoted to the study of d i f f e r e n t equi-
valent d e f i n i t i o n s of f i n i t e objects (see Theorem 3.10). The 
l a s t s e c t i o n contains miscellaneous m a t e r i a l on f i n i t e objects 
and r e l a t i v e p r o j e c t i v e o b j e c t s . 
1 . Let C be a monoidal category with tensor produet s 
and n e u t r a l object I. Let A,B,C £ C be monoids and 
M € ß C A resp. N £ ^ C^ be B-A- resp. A-C-biobjects. As 
i n [9] the tensor produet M ® A N i s defined to be the d i f f e r -
ence cokernel 
M <8 A ® N £ M ® N > M ®_ N 
A 
i n nC , i f i t e x i s t s . 
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1.1 D e f i n i t i o n : P € A C ß i s c a l l e d B - c o f l a t over A i f 
i ) the tensor produet P ® ß M i n AC e x i s t s f o r a l l 
M e ß C 
i i ) the morphism 
P ® ß (M ® X) —> (P ® B M) ® X 
induced by a i s an isomorphism f o r a l l X e C and 
M e B C . 
Let P € A C ß . P i s B - c o f l a t over A i f f . the funetor 
P 0C — * .C i s a C-functor with £: P (M ® X) — • 
(P ®_. M) ® X induced by a Pl 0,Thm. 4 . 2] . I f P € T C D = C D 
i s B - c o f l a t over I , we simply say that P i s B - c o f l a t . 
I f P € and Q € C A both are A - c o f l a t then the d i a -
gram 
(X ® Q) ® A (P ® Y) > X ® (Q ® A (P • Y)) 
( (X ® Q) ® A P) ® Y = (X ® (Q ® A P) ) ® Y = X ® ( (Q « A P) ® Y) 
i s commutative since i t i s induced by the coherence diagram 
of a i n C , but the two arrows need not be isomorphisms. 
1.2 Lemma: Let P e ^ d- be B - c o f l a t over A . Then P 
induces a funetor P ® ß: ß C c — > ^ C^ . 
Proof: Follows immediately from the above remarks and 
[10,4.1] . In p a r t i c u l a r P ® ß M formed i n AC i s also a 
dif f e r e n c e cokernel i n ^C^ . 
1.3 Lemma: Let P € A C ß be B- c o f l a t over A and Q € ß C c 
be C-coflat over B . Assume that a induces an isomorphism 
P « B (Q ® c M) = (P ® ß Q) ® c M i n AC f o r a l l M e Q C . 
Then P ® D Q i s C - c o f l a t over A . 
Proof: (P ® B Q) ® c (M • X) = P ® ß (Q ® c (M ® X) ) = 
P ® ß ( (Q ® c M) « X) = (P ® B (Q « c M) ) ® X ^  ( (P ® ß Q) ® c M) ® X 
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The a d d i t i o n a l assumption i n Lemma 1.3 and the remark 
before Lemma 1.2 show that the notion of coflatness alone 
i s not strong enough f o r a l l a p p l i c a t i o n s . Before we i n t r o -
duce a stronger notion, we w i l l i n v e s t i g a t e a few instances 
where the isomorphism P ® ß (Q ® c M) = (P ® ß Q) ® c M e x i s t s . 
1.4 Lemma: I f one of the fo l l o w i n g three conditions holds: 
i) P 6 A C ß i s B - c o f l a t over A and P ® ß: ß C D — • ^ C^ 
preserves d i f f e r e n c e cokernels, 
i i ) C i s a b i c l o s e d monoidal cocomplete category, 
i i i ) P e A C ß i s B - c o f l a t over A and N € ^ C^ J L S C-coflat 
over D , then a induces an isomorphism i n 
P ® ß (M ® c N) = (P ® ß M) ® c N 
for M e ß C c , N e ^  . 
Proof: i ) The commutative diagram i n C 
P ® ß (M ® C <» N) P ® ß (M « N) —> P ® ß (M ® c N) 
HZ II2 HZ 
(P ® ß M) ® C ® N = £ (P ® ß M) ® N — * (P ® ß M) ® c N 
has two di f f e r e n c e cokernels i n as rows, the f i r s t 
row since P preserves d i f ference cokernels, the 
second row by d e f i n i t i o n . The f i r s t two v e r t i c a l isomor-
phisms are given by d e f i n i t i o n of B-coflatness. The l a s t 
a r i s e s c a n o n i c a l l y . 
i i ) A l l tensor products P ® ß Q e x i s t i n C . Since ® X and 
X ® have r i g h t a d j o i n t s , they preserve difference coker-
n e l s , hence we have isomorphisms P (Q ® X) = (P ®_ Q) ® 
and X ® (P ®_ Q) = (X ® P) ®_ Q . By d e f i n i t i o n P i s 
SD ö 
B - c o f l a t and Q i s B - c o f l a t . By 1.2 P ®_ Q c a r r i e s 
a d d i t i o n a l l e f t or r i g h t structure i f P e A C ß or Q € ß C c 
Hence any P e AC ß i s B - c o f l a t over A and A-c o f l a t over 
B . So we are reduced to i i i ) 
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i i i ) The f o l l o w i n g commutative diagram has d i f f e r e n c e co-
kernels as rows and columns i n _C~ 
A D P e B e M e C e 
P ® B ® M e N 
P ® M ® C ® N 
ii 
P e M e> N -
(P • M) ® C « N 
u 
-> (P M) • N 
1 (P ® ß M) ® c N 
P ® B ® (M ® c N) P e (M ® c N) P ® ß (M ® c N) 
where the required isomorphism a r i s e s from the f a c t 
that c o l i m i t s commute with c o l i m i t s . 
1.5 D e f i n i t i o n : P € C ß i s continuously B - c o f l a t i f 
i ) X e P 6 C ß i s B - c o f l a t f o r a l l X € C 
i i ) the morphism (X ® P) ®_ M 
D 
X ® (P ® ß M) induced 
by a i s an isomorphism f o r a l l X € C , M € C . 
13 
1.6 Lemma: Let P e A C ß be continuously B - c o f l a t . Then 
P i s B - c o f l a t over A . 
Proof: The f o l l o w i n g commutative diagram i n C shows 
the A-structure and u n i v e r s a l property of P » ß Q i n : 
A e P ® B ® Q 
P « B ® Q 
A ® P ® Q 
P • Q 




fr / A • M / 
The next commutative diagram shows that the isomorphism 
P ® ß (M e X) = (P ® ß M) ® X i s i n AC: 
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A « (P (M • X) ) A • ( (P • M) »X) = (A • (P % B M) ) • X 
112 
(A 6 P) % B (M e X) 
112 
( (A • P) ® ß M) • X 
P ® B (M e X) (P « B M) « X 
The e x t e r i o r diagram commutes since i t commutes before 
tensoring 
cokernel. 
over B and (A e P) ®_ (M ® X) i s a d i f f e r e n c e 
I f P * C ß i s continuously B - c o f l a t then X e P i s 
continuously B - c o f l a t f o r a l l X e C . This implies t h a t 
(X e P) ® B i s a C-functor f o r a l l X e C and that 
(f e P) ® B i s a C-morphism f o r a l l f e C . In p a r t i c u l a r 
we get f o r Q c that Q e P i s B - c o f l a t over C . 
1.7 Lemma: X e A i s continuously A - c o f l a t f o r a l l X 6 C . 
Proof: By the previous remark i t i s s u f f i c i e n t to prove 
that A i s continuously A - c o f l a t . Since 
A • A • P A ® P — ? P - A « A P 
i s a di f f e r e n c e cokernel of a c o n t r a c t i b l e p a i r [8,2.3]] i t 
i s preserved by tensoring with X , so that we get an i s o -
morphism of dif f e r e n c e cokernels 
(X e A) « A P = X e (A • P) 
which i s f u n c t o r i a l i n X and induced by a . 
Furthermore the morphism 
(X e> A) ® A (P • Y) = X • (A ® A (P • Y) ) = X e ( (A • P) « Y) 
= (X • (A • P) ) ä Y = ( (X • A) ® A P) • Y 
i s induced by a so that a l l X e A are A - c o f l a t . 
1 .8 Lemma: a) I_f C i s a b i c l o s e d monoidal cocomplete 
category, then a l l P e C ß are continuously B - c o f l a t . 
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k) I f ^ ij3 a l e f t - c l o s e d monoidal c a t e g o r y and P € C ß 
i s B - c o f l a t . Then P is» continuously B - c o f l a t . 
c ) 11. C a Symmetrie monoidal c a t e g o r y and P e C ß i s 
B - c o f l a t . Then P i s continuously B - c o f l a t . 
Proof: a) and b) have already been shown i n the proof 
of Lemma 1.4 ( i i ) . 
c) The f o l l o w i n g diagram shows the inverse of the morphism 
induced by a , since X ® u> i s a d i f f e r e n c e cokernel: 
P ® B ® M ® X P ® M ® X M * X> P ® B M ® X 
112 III 112 
X « (P ® B ® M) X ® (P ® M) X * % X ® (P ® ß M) 
112. ||Z I« 
(X • P) ® B ® M % (X « P) « M r (X • P) ® M 
1.9 P r o p o s i t i o n : Let P 6 be continuously B - c o f l a t 
and Q € ß C c be continuously C - c o f l a t , then P ® ß Q € A C C 
i s continuously C - c o f l a t and a induces an isomorphism 
i n AC 
P ® ß (Q ® c M) = (P ® ß Q) ® c M 
for a l l M € Q C . 
Proof: By 1.6 P i s B- c o f l a t over A . We show that 
P ® ß (Q ® C ® M) P ® B (Q « M) —> P ® ß (Q « c M) 
II2 Hl Iii 
(P«gQ) ® C ® M = £ (P « B Q) « M — * (P ® ß Q) ® c M 
i s a commutative diagram of di f f e r e n c e cokernels. The f i r s t 
two isomorphisms a r i s e from the fa c t that P i s B - c o f l a t 
over A . The l a s t l i n e i s a di f f e r e n c e cokernel by d e f i n i t i o n . 
The f i r s t row a r i s e s from the diagram 
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P « B « Q ® C » M = 4 P • B e Q e M > P e B e (Q Ä q M) 
u w w 
P © Q « C ® M = ? P ® Q « M • P « (Q « c M) 
i 1 i 
P « ß (Q • C • M) :=£ P ® B (Q • M) * P <*B (Q « c M) 
where the columns are d i f f e r e n c e cokernels by d e f i n i t i o n the 
f i r s t two rows are di f f e r e n c e cokernels since Q i s contin-
uously C-coflat and the l a s t row i s a difference cokernel 
since the diagram commutes and c o l i m i t s commute with c o l i m i t s . 
Thus we get the claimed isomorphism. Observe that we only 
used that P i s B - c o f l a t over A and Q i s continuously 
C - c o f l a t . 
The isomorphisms 
(P ® B Q) (M « X) = P Ä ß (Q « c (M • X) ) = P Ä ß ( (Q • c M) • X) £ 
(P « ß (Q <ac M) ) * X ^ ( (P « ß Q) « c M) « X 
show that P ® B Q i s C- c o f l a t over A . 
From 1.7 we have that also X • P i s continuously B - c o f l a t 
so we get isomorphisms 
(X • (P S B Q) ) ®£ M = ( (X • P) ® B Q) M = (X • P) * B (Q m Q M) 
= X • (P « ß (Q ® c M) ) = X * ( (P Q) » c M) 
which are induced by a and show that P- Q i n (and 
thus also i n ^C^) i s continuously C - c o f l a t . 
Up to now we have considered one-sided conditions of co-
f l a t n e s s . We can improve the S i t u a t i o n by two-sided conditions. 
1.10 Lemma; Let Q € ß C c be continuously B - c o f l a t and contin-
uously C - c o f l a t . Then fo r P € A C ß and M £. CC D we_ get an 
isomorphism i n induced by a 
P « ß (Q « c M) = (P ® B Q) « c M . 
Proof: The proof uses the same diagrams as i n the proof 
of 1.9. The isomorphisms i n the f i r s t diagram a r i s e from 
the f a c t that Q i s continuously B - c o f l a t . The re s t of 
the proof i s the same as i n 1.9. 
2. Let A and B be monoids i n C . 
2.1 D e f i n i t i o n : An adjunction P — Q between A and — J N 
B c o n s i s t s of two objects P e A C ß , Q € ß C A and two 
morphisms n : B —> Q « A P i n ß C B and e : P a ß Q — > A 
i n such that 
i ) P i s continuously B - c o f l a t , Q i s continuously A - c o f l a t 
i i ) the diagrams 
P -P • P 
l< t« 
P mB B P • 9 P ® ß (Q ® A P) (P ® B Q) ® A P £ ^ > A « A P 
and 
Q 1 q ^ Q 
• ß Q n * % (Q « A P) « ß Q Q » A (P ® B Q) ? - ^ 4 Q e A 
commute. 
Observe that t h i s d e f i n i t i o n i s unsymmetric i n i ) with 
respect to the sides. The a s s o c i a t i v i t y isomorphisms r e s u l t 
from 1.9. 
To understand the above notion one should consider the 
monoids A , B and the A-B-biobjects with t h e i r homo-
morphisms as members of a (generalized) 2-category MOD 
with 
0- c e l l s the monoids i n C 
1- c e l l s the A-B-biobjects i n C , which are continuously 
B - c o f l a t 
2- c e l l s the morphisms i n .C. . 
A JD 
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The composition of two 1 - c e l l s P e A C ß and Q 6 ß C c 
i s then given by P ® ß Q e A C C by 1.9. The v e r t i c a l 
composition of two 2 - c e l l s i s the usual composition of 
morphisms i n A C ß . Observe that the composition of 1 - c e l l s 
as given i n 1.9 i s only quasi a s s o c i a t i v e . In such a 
2-category the notion of adjointness i s p r e c i s e l y the one 
given above. 
Now consider the 2-category C-CAT of C-(right-) categories 
whose 
0- c e l l s are C-categories 
1- c e l l s are C-functors 
2- c e l l s are C-morphisms. 
There i s a 2-functor from MOD to C-CAT which sends a 
monoid A to the C-category , an A-B-biobject P which 
i s continuously B - c o f l a t to the C-functor P a ß : ßC — • AC , 
and an A-B-morphism f: P — ^ Q to the C-morphism 
f *B : P #B ~"* Q •ß * 
2.2 P r o p o s i t i o n : Given P e A C ß continuously B - c o f l a t and 
Q € ß C A continuously A - c o f l a t . Then there i s a b i j e c t i o n 
between p a i r s (e,n) such that P Q i s an adjunction — i — n — — — * 
between A and B and p a i r s (e,n) such that 
P « B -sä-» Q « A is_ an adjunction i n C-CAT . 
Proof: Given e: P « D Q —+ A and n: B — Q P we 
D A 
get e and TT from the diagrams 
P « B (Q * A M> ^ M M 2 > Q ® A ( P «B M ) 
1* e e, M \ l | n ® R M t 
(P » B Q) « A M * A « A M B « ß M (Q ® A P) e ß M 
The a d j o i n t n e s s diagrams are easy t o check. For the converse 
S u b s t i t u t e A resp. B f o r M t o o b t a i n n and e from the 
above diagrams [6,Prop. 5] . 
I u -
2.3 P r o p o s i t i o n : Given P e A C ß , P 1 e ß C c , Q1 <= c C ß , 
Q € ß C A , and n: B — > Q © A P f e : P « ß Q — ^ A , 
n 1: C • Q' ® D P 1 , e': P f ® Q1 —> B such that 
D 
P —^ -h Q and P' Q1 . 
n n 
Then 
P 8 B P , y Ö ' ' B Ö ' 
Proof: By 1.9 P « ß P 1 i s continuously C-coflat and 
Q1 &A Q i s continuously A - c o f l a t . The morphism e'e and 
nn ! are defined by 
nn' : C — > Q' e ß P 1 = Q• « ß (B « ß P•) — * 
Q' ® ß ((Q ® A P) « ß P') = (Qf * B Q) « A ( p « B P'), 
e»e: (P ® ß P') ® c (Q1 ® ß Q) = P e ß ((P' « c Q1) ® ß Q — • 
P ® ß (B ® ß Q) - P ® ß Q — > A , 
where the isomorphisms e x i s t by 1.9 and are induced by 
coherence morphisms. Hence the diagrams 
p a P t ^ P « ß P 1 
(P « ß P*) « c c — y (P « B p«) ® c ((Q' « B Q) * A (P mB p')) = 
= ( (P «g P 1 ) « c (Q' « ß Q) ) » A (P » B P ' ) — * 
and 
— • A « A (P « B P') 
Q' » B Q —— Q' « B Q 
1' 
C ® c (Q' ® B Q) —+ ((Q' « B Q) « A (P » B P')) « c (Q' « B Q) = 
= (Q' « B Q) » A ((P ® B P') » c (Q1 « B Q))—> 
—>• (Q1 . B Q) . A A 
commute and we have P P 1 — H Q' ®„ Q . 
2.4 Lemma: Let C — * B be a monoid homomorphism i n C such 
that B € C c i£ continuously C - c o f l a t . Then B B with 
n: C — r B = B ® ß B and e: B ® c B — * B « ß B = B . 
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Proof: By 1.7 B i s also continuously B - c o f l a t . With 
the given morphisms n and r i t i s easy to check the 
adjointness. 
2.5 C o r o l l a r y : Let P e A C ß , Q «- ß C A be given such that 
P —~» Q - Let C — • B be a monoid homomorphism such that 
B i s continuously C - c o f l a t . Then there i s an adjunction 
c » 
P » Q between A and C . 
Proof: follows from 2.2 and 2.3 and the isomorphisms 
P - P *B B € A CC a n d Q = B *B Q * C CA • 
Observe that B i s always continuously I - c o f l a t . Hence 
any adjunction P —^ -H Q between A and B defines also 
an adjunction P ~—< Q between A and I . 
2.6 P r o p o s i t i o n : Let P €. A C ß be continuously B-coflat 
and Q e C A b£ continuously A-cof l a t . Let P — Q be an 
adjunction between A and I . Then there i s a B-structure 
on Q such that Q e nC. , and there i s an adjunction 
P 1 Q between A and B . 
n» 
Proof: The adjunction i s defined by n: I — y Q ® A P 
i n C and e: P ® Q — ^ A i n A C A . Thus we have 
n € Q ®_ P(I) and write i t as n = er p . Then the 
A " O A O 
adjunction diagrams can be expressed by 
P = ( P g 0 ) P 0 a n d Q = ^ 0 ( p o q ) 
where we write e(p • q) = pq . 
Define a B-structure on Q by bq:= q o ( ( p o b ) q ) . Then 
Mqa) = q o((p Qb ) (qa) ) = q Q ( ( (p Qb) q) a) = ( q Q ( (p Qb) q) ) a = (bq) a 
i q = q Q ( (p QDq) = q 
b(b'q) = b(q Q( (p ob')q)) = (hqQ) ( (p cb ' ) q) 
= ( ^ 0 ( ( p o b ) ^ o ) ) ( ( P 0 b ' ) q ) 
= q o( (((p;b)q o) (p ob'))q) = q;(((((pMD)q o)p o)b')q) 
= q o ( ((P0b)b»)q) = q^( (p^bb 1) )q) = (bb')q 
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where we used i n the l a s t c a l c u l a t i o n the d e f i n i t i o n of 
b fq , the i d e n t i t y b (qa) = (bq)a , the a s s o c i a t i v i t y of 
the A-structure on Q , e 6 A C A , P € A C ß , the i d e n t i t y 
P = (P^o^ P 0 a n d t n e a s s o c i a t i v i ' t y °f t n e B-structure on 
P . Thus Q 6 ß C A . Observe that Q ® A P i s i n B C ß by 
1.2 and 1.6. Furthermore we have 
(pb)q = <((pq o)p o)b)q = ( (pq Q) (p Qb) ) q = (pq Q) ( (p Qb) q) = 
p ( q o ( ( p o b ) q ) ) = p(bq) 
hence e f a c t o r s through e 1 : P « 0 —>• A i n A C A . We 
also have bq Q * A P q = q Q((p;b)q o) * A P q = q^ * A ( ( p ^ b ) q o ) p o = 
q f p'b hence a morphism ^o A ^o ^ 
B 3 b t - > b q Q # A p o = q o « A p Qb € Q « A P 
i n n C D . F i n a l l y the two adjunction diaarams hold since we 
had already p = ( p q Q ) P 0 and q = q Q(P oq) . 
2.7 C o r o l l a r y : Let P —^ -H Q be an adjunction between A 
and B . Then there i s an adjunction P -~—i Q between A 
and C for every monoid C such that P e. A C C J L S c o n t i n -
uously C - c o f l a t . 
Proof: By the remark preceeding 2.5 there i s an adjunction 
P —1-| Q between A and I , thus 2.5 can be applied. 
n 
3. R e c a l l that we defined a [ M , N ] € C ( i f i t e x i s t s ) f o r 
M,N c A C by A C (M • X,N) = C ( X , A [ M , N ] ) [9] . Since C i s 
not Symmetrie, M e> X does not carry a r i g h t A-structure i f 
M € C A . There i s however the funetor ®M: C — > C A . We 
define [M,N]^ by C A ( X e M,N) = C (X,[M,N]^) i f i t e x i s t s . 
I f a[M,N] e x i s t s then the morphism 
M ® A [ M , N ] — • N i n A C 
defined by the i d e n t i t y on A[M,N] i s c a l l e d the evaluation 
and denoted by m • f ' — r <m>f . I f A[M,M s X] e x i s t s , then 
there i s also the coevaluation 
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X * A[M,M • X] i n C 
defined by the i d e n t i t y on M » X and w r i t t e n as 
x • — r (m '—> m ® x) . 
There i s another i n t e r e s t i n g morphism i f A[M,A] and 
A[M,N] e x i s t for M,N £ A C . I t i s the morphism 
A[M,A] * A N —> A[M fN] 
defined by f ® A n i — > (m • — t (<m>f)n) . The image of 
f ® A n w i l l be denoted by fn . 
3.1 D e f i n i t i o n : P £ A C i s c a l l e d f i n i t e i f 
i ) A [ P / A ] A N D A L P ' P ] e x i s t 
i i ) A C p / A ] e C A i s continuously A-cof l a t 
i i i ) the morphism 
A[P,A] . A P A[P,P] 
i s an isomorphism. 
I f AfP,A] i s continuously A - c o f l a t , then i t i s c a l l e d the 
dual of P . By [9,Cor. 3.4] we know that A[P#P] has the 
structure of a monoid. In p a r t i c u l a r there i s a u n i t element 
1 = n: I + A[P,P] which i s induced by P • I — P 
or the i d e n t i t y 1 : P — r P i f we omit £ . With the 
evaluation morphism i t acts as i d e n t i t y : <p>1 = p f o r a l l 
p £ P(X) . Condition 3) of the d e f i n i t i o n of a f i n i t e object 
implies that there i s an element 
fo °A Po ' A ^ »A P ( I ) 
whose image i s 1 € A[p,p] (I) , i . e . <p>f Qp Q = p f o r a l l 
p e P (X) . This element f • p i s c a l l e d the dual basis 
o o 
of P . I t i s uniquely determined, since the morphism 
A[P,A] ® a P — r A [ P , P ] i s an isomorphism. Another f a c t follows 
also quite e a s i l y from 3) namely that 
A[P,A] «Öa P(I) — * A[P,P] (I) 
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i s s u r j e c t i v e . In general we w i l l c a l l a morphism 
M — r N r a t i o n a l l y s u r j e c t i v e i f M(I) — > N(I) i s 
s u r j e c t i v e . 
3.2 Lemma: Let P € A C be f i n i t e . Then there i s an 
adjunction P — A [p, A] between A and I . 
Proof: Let f p be the dual basis f o r P . Then o A 
we have <p>f Qp Q = p . For p e P (X) and g € A [ P , A ] (Y) 
we also have <p> (f Q<p o>g) = (<p>f ) (<pQ>g) = 
<<p>f p >g = <p>g hence f <p >g = g . These two i d e n t i t i e s o o o o 
are p r e c i s e l y the adjointness diagrams. By assumption [p,A] 
i s continuously A - c o f l a t and we need no assumption about P . 
3.3 Lemma: Let P — ~ - i Q be an adjunction between A and I , 
Then P € A C is^ f i n i t e . 
Proof: We have A C ( P e X,A) = C (X,Q • A) = C(X,Q) by 
2.2 hence Q = A [ P , A ] and continuously A - c o f l a t . The 
evaluation i s given by c: P & Q — > A . Furthermore 
A C ( P e X,P) = C(X,Q • P) = C(X, A[P,P]) , hence there i s an 
isomorphism Q « A P = A [ P , P ] and t h i s isomorphism i s induced 
by the i d e n t i t y on Q « A P through 
C(Q % K P,Q ® A P) ^  A C ( P « Q % K P,P) * C(Q,« A P, A[P fP]) . 
I t i s an easy exercise to show that t h i s i s the isomorphism 
described i n the d e f i n i t i o n of a f i n i t e object. In p a r t i c u l a r 
A[P,pJ e x i s t s and thus P € A C i s f i n i t e . 
These two lemmas together with 2.6 and 2.3 give that the 
tensorproduct of two f i n i t e objects P c C D and P 1 € f 
i s again f i n i t e : P « ß P 1 € C Q . [2,11.5.3] 
3.4 C o r o l l a r y : I f P € A C i s f i n i t e then a [ P , M ] e x i s t s 
f o r a l l M € A C . 
Proof: A C (P e X,M) = C (X,Q ® A M) hence [P,M] = Q ® A 
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3.5 D e f i n i t i o n : P « _C i s c a l l e d r e f l e x i v e i f _ A 
i ) A [ P , A ] and [ A [ P , A ] f A ] ^ e x i s t 
i i ) the morphism P — y [ A [ P , A ] ' A ] A defined by 
p i — y (f * — y <p>f) i s an isomorphism. 
The morphism given i n i i ) i s the morphism corresponding 
to the i d e n t i t y under the isomorphism 
A C ( P , [ A [ P , A ] , A ] A ) ä A C A ( P e A [ P , A ] , A ) * C A( A[P,A] , A [ P , A ] ) 
3.6 Lemma: I f P € i s f i n i t e then i t i s r e f l e x i v e . 
Proof: The dual [P,A] e x i s t s by d e f i n i t i o n . To show 
that [ AC P' AD ' a 3 A e x i s t s / w e show that the funetor 
C A ( X ®A[P,A],A) i s representable by P . Define maps 
* : C ( X , P ) — r C A ( X ® A [ P , A ] ,A) 
* : C A ( X ® A ^ P ' A ^ ' A ) ~* C ( X # P ) 
by $ (f) (x ® h) := <f (x) >h and Y(g) (x) : = g (x ® f ) p Q 
where f Q ® A p Q i s the dual basis of P . For the proper 
d e f i n i t i o n of V we have to use g e C A and a [ P , A ] 
continuously A - c o f l a t . I t i s c l e a r that $(f) £ C A . The 
compositions of 0 and ¥ are 
4>V (g) (x ® h) = <g(x ® f Q)p Q>h = g(x ® f Q ) <pQ>h 
= g(x ® f Q(<p Q>h)) = g(x ® h) 
since by 3.2 the second adjointness diagram commutes, and 
Y$ (f) (x) = <f ( x ) > f Q P 0 = f(x) . 
So $ and Y are inverses of eachother and they are obvi-
ously n a t u r a l transformations i n X so that P represents 
the funetor C A ( X * AC P'A]' A) a n d ["A [P , A] / A] a e x i s t s . 
To show that the morphism defined i n 2) of the d e f i n i t i o n 
of r e f l e x i v i t y i s an isomorphism, we e x h i b i t an inverse. 
For op £ C A[PfA] , A ] a define an element (^<f Q>)p o e p . 
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Then <p>f p = p and <(«P<f >)p >f = (ep<f >)(<p >f) = c o o r » o * 0 i o , o 
f<f Q<P 0>f> = f <f> show that P —* [ A [ P > A ] / A ] A i s an 
isomorphism. Note that we write the evaluation 
[ M , N ] A 9 M — > N as f e m —> f<m> and that we may 
change parentheses as above since a [ P , A ] i s continuously 
A - c o f l a t . 
3.7 Lemma; Let P Ä A C be f i n i t e . Then the morphism 
A [ P , A ] # A P — * [ A [ P , A ] , A [ P , A ] ] A 
defined by f • p i — ^ (g •—> (p* * — y <p'>f<p>g)) is_ an 
isomorphism. 
Proof: We f i r s t remark that the diagram 
. a C p ' p J 
A [ P , A ] . A P 
[ A[P'A] ' A [ P ' A ] ] A 
commutes where $ i s from the d e f i n i t i o n of f i n i t e n e s s , 
V from the Lemma and A defined by 
A[P,P] * h — • (g — • (p — * <<p>h>g)) € [ A[P,A] , A [ P , A ] ] A 
which i s j u s t the composition A [ P # P ] • — > A ^ P ' P - l 
t r a n s f e r r e d by 
C A ( A C P ' P ] • A I > ' A ] , A C P , A ] ) = C ( A [ P , P ] , [ A [ P , A ] , A [ P , A ] ] A ) . 
A i s an isomorphism since <f »—> (p •—> ( <p> (ip <f q> ) ) p ) 
i s the inverse as can be e a s i l y checked. Thus Y i s an 
isomorphism. 
So we only have to show that [ A [ P / A ] , A [ P / A ] ] a e x i s t s , 
or that 
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C A(X • A[P,A] , A[P,A]) S AC A(P t« X « A[P,A],A) 
- A C ( P * X ' [ A ^ P ' A 3 ' ^ l ) 
= AC (P » X,P) 
^ C(X, A[P,P]) 
i s representable, which i s obvious. The second but l a s t 
isomorphism uses that P i s r e f l e x i v e . 
3.8 C o r o l l a r y : Let P e be f i n i t e . Then the morphism 
A : A[P,P] —» [ A [ P ^ ] , A [ P , A ] ] A 
i s an isomorphism of monoids. 
Proof: Write <p>(A(h)<g>) = <<p>h>g , then 




hence A(h)A(k) = A(hk) and 
<p>(A(1)<g>) = <<p>1>g = <p>g 
hence A(1) =1 . 
I f P i s f i n i t e or eq u i v a l e n t l y i f P —^ -H Q i s an 
adjunction between A and I then Q ® A P i s a monad by 
using e: P « Q • A , e (p e q) = pq with 
p: Q ® A P « 0 ® A P 3 q 1 ® A P ' ® q « A P i — * 
q f ® A (p'q)p € Q « A P 
n: I — • Q « A P . 
Being a monad i s nothing eise than being a monoid i n C 
with m u l t i p l i c a t i o n y and u n i t n . 
3-9 C o r o l l a r y : Let P e be f i n i t e . Then the morphisms 
*: A[P,A] . A P A[P,P] 
and 
* : A ^ ' ^ °A P — + [ A&' A^ 'A^ P' A^A 
are isomorphisms of monoids. 
Proof: Because of A$ = V and 3.7, 3.8 i t s u f f i c e s to 
show that $ i s a monoid homomorphism. The m u l t i p l i c a t i o n 
of the monoid (= monad) A [ P ' A ] ® A p i s given by y i n 
the preceeding remarks. Then 
<p">$ ( ( f 1 « A p 1) * (f ® A p)) = <p">f<p,>fp = <<p">ffp>fp 
= <p"><s> ( f 1 ® A p')$ (f ® A p) 
and <p">*(f Q ® A p Q) = < P , , > f 0 P 0 = p" 
hence $ ( ( f 1 ® A p 1) - (f ® A p) ) = $ ( f 1 ® A p' )• <Mf ® A p) 
• ( f o ®A p o } " 1 
where f ®* P i s the dual basis of P . o A o 
3.10 Theorem: Let P £ . The f o l l o w i n g are equivalent: 
a) P is f i n i t e , 
b) P has a dual A [ p / A ] ' AC P' p] e x i s t s and the morphism 
* : A £ P ' A J ®A P A ^ ' ^ 
i s r a t i o n a l l y s u r j e c t i v e , 
c) P has a dual A [ p , A ] , A [ P f e x i s t s and there i s an 
element (dual basis) 
fo °A Po 6 A ^ *A P ( I ) 
such that $ (f ® A p Q) i s the i d e n t i t y i n A C P ' P ] ' 
d) P has a dual A L P ' A ] ' p i£ r e f l e x i v e , 
[ [p,Ä] / A T P ' A ] ] A e x i s t s / a n d the morphism 
V: A[P,A] * A P — > C A [ p , A : , A[ p,Ä]] A 
i s an isomorphism (of monoids), 
e) there i s an adjunction P — 0 between A and I , 
f) there i s a continuously A - c o f l a t object Q € C A and 
a n a t u r a l isomorphism 
AC (P • X,Y) £ C(X,Q « A Y) 
g) P has a dual A L p / A ] and there i s a morphis 






Proof: From the previous paragraphs we know already the 
imp l i c a t i o n s a) =>• b) = > c) , a) = > d) , a) 4=> e) <=> f) , 
and a) and e) => g) . 
c) a) : Define a morphism A[P,P] — * A [ P , A ] « a P by 
f i — * f «_<p >f . This morphism i s well-defined by o A * o 
[9, Thm. 3.2] and because a [ P , A ] i s continuously A - c o f l a t . 
Then (<p>f Q)(<p Q>f) = <<p>fQpQ>f = <p>f and by t h i s 
equation also f <p >fp = f (<p >f) P = f p . ^ o A ^ o *o A ^ A V 
Thus the above morphism i s inverse to <s> : A [ p ' A 3 ® A p — * A L P ' P ] -
g) = ^ e) We only have to show f Q(<p o>f) = f f o r a l l 
F « A C P ' A ] ( X ) W i t h fo ®A p o = N * A P 5 ' ^ ( I ) • B U T T H E G I V E N 
diagram means p = <p>f Qp Q , hence (<p>f Q)(<p Q>f) = 
<<p>fQpQ>f = <p>f and thus f Q(<p Q>f) = f . 
d) ==> g) Let f Q * A p Q <* A [ P ' A ] ® A p W b e t h e image of 
the i d e n t i t y under the isomorphism V ^ . Then we have for 
a l l p € P ( X ) and a l l g € A [ P ' A ] <Y) 
<p>g = <p>(v(f Q ® A PQ)<g>) = (<P>f0) (<P0>g) 
= «P>f 0P 0>g • 
Since P i s r e f l e x i v e the isomorphism P = [ A [ P f A ] ' A ] A 
gives p = <p>f Qp Q . This i s the required diagram. 
3.11 C o r o l l a r y : Let P e AC be continuously A - c o f l a t and 
f i n i t e , then A [ P , A ] e C A i s f i n i t e . 
Proof: I f P i s f i n i t e then there i s an adjunction 
P —£-» Q between A and I . By a d d i t i o n a l assumption that 
n 
P i s continuously A - c o f l a t we get a completely Symmetrie 
S i t u a t i o n i n the d e f i n i t i o n of an adjunction (2.1) with 
respect to the sides and the exchange of P and Q . The 
Symmetrie counterpart of 3.10 gives the r e s u l t . 
3.12 C o r o l l a r y : Let C be a l e f t - c l o s e d monoidal category 
and P e AC . Then the f o l l o w i n g are equivalent: 
a) P is_ f i n i t e 
b) [P,-] : AC — y C e x i s t s , i s a C-funetor and i s co-
continuous. 
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c) A [P, -] : pC —* C e x i s t s , is_ a C-funetor and preserves 
d i f f e r e n c e cokernels of Ü-contractible p a i r s . 
Proof: a) => b) : We have A [ p / ~ ] = Q ® A - and 
C (Q ® A M,X) = AC (M, [Q/X] ) by [9, 3 .1C] . Hence Q ® A - i s 
l e f t a d j o i n t and cocontinuous. Furthermore we have 
A[P,M • X] = Q « A (M « X) = (Q ® A M) e X = A[P,M] * X . 
b) c) i s t r i v i a l . 
c) a) By [JO, 4.2] there i s a Q € C A which i s 
A - c o f l a t such that a [ P , - ] = Q ® A - . By Lemma 1 .8.b. Q i s 
continuously A - c o f l a t . The isomorphism j u s t given defines 
a n a t u r a l isomorphism 
AC (P e X,M) ^ C(X / A[P,M]) = C(X,Q « A M) . 
By 3.10 P i s f i n i t e . 
Observe that c o n d i t i o n b) of the C o r o l l a r y i s often denoted 
by "P i s an atom" . 
We conclude t h i s paragraph by g i v i n g some examples of 
f i n i t e objects. I f C = K-Mod with a commutative r i n g K , 
then C i s closed Symmetrie cocomplete hence continuous 
coflatn e s s holds always(1.8). By 3.10 c) and the dual basis 
lemma P e AC = A-Mod i s f i n i t e i f f i t i s a f i n i t e l y 
generated p r o j e c t i v e A-module. 
I f C = R-Mod-R , the category of R-R-bimodules, then C 
i s b i c l o s e d cocomplete and continuous coflat n e s s holds 
always. The r i a h t - a d J o i n t of X' Ä_ - i s HomD(.X,-) , 
the r i g h t - a d J o i n t of - • X i s HomR(X.,-) . I f A i s 
a monoid i n C (a so c a l l e d R-ring ), then AC i s the 
category A-Mod-R of A-R-bimodules. P € AC i s f i n i t e i f f 
P i s a f i n i t e l y generated p r o j e c t i v e A-module. I f C = Set , 
the category of sets , then a [ P , M ] = A-Set(P,M) , the set 
of maps from P to M which are compatible with the ac t i o n 
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of A . Since C i s closed cocomplete, P e i s 
f i n i t e i f f there i s an element ( f Q , p Q ) e A-Set(P,A) x A P 
such that p = f Q ( p ) - p o f o r a l l p e P . (Observe that 
M(I) and M can be i d e n t i f i e d i n C .) Thus P = A-p 
o 
and f Q ( a p Q ) = a * f Q ( p o ) induces an isomorphism P 9 ap Ä •—* af (p ) € A-f (p ) with f (p ) idempotent c o o o o ^o o ^ o 
i n A . Conversely any idempotent e 6 A defines a f i n i t e 
object P:= A»e with dual basis ( f Q , e ) , where f Q i s 
the imbedding Ae > A . In p a r t i c u l a r I i s the only 
f i n i t e object i n C . I f C = K-Mod o p , then C i s not 
closed, but cocomplete. P € C i s f i n i t e i f f there i s an 
adjo i n t Q i f f P (and Q) are f i n i t e i n K-Mod i f f P 
(and Q) are f i n i t e l y generated p r o j e c t i v e K-modules. 
I f C = Stab , the stable homotopy category, then any 
compact neighborhood r e t r a c t of TRn i s f i n i t e i n C 
[3, Thm. 3.1] . 
I f C = a-Mod , the category of chain-complexes of K-modules, 
then the f i n i t e objects i n C are p r e c i s e l y the chain 
complexes P = ( p n/3) such that P n i s a f i n i t e l y generated 
p r o j e c t i v e K-module and P 4 0 fo r only a f i n i t e number of 
n ** 
i n d i c e s . [3, Prop. 1.6]. In view of [13] 3-Mod i s C-monoid-
a l l y equivalent to B-Comod with isomorphic underlying functors 
with the Hopf-algebra B defined by 
-1 2 
B = K<x,y,y >/(xy + yx,x ) with non-commuting v a r i a b l e s x 
- i 
and y and A (x) = x « 1 + y « x , A (y) = y « y , 
e(x) = 0 , e(y) =1 , s(x) = xy , and s(y) = y" 1 . This 
r e s u l t should be compared with 4.6 and 4.7. I f C i s a 
monoidal category with X « Y:= X * y / the c a t e g o r i c a l 
produet i n C , and I the f i n a l object i n C , then P € C 
i s f i n i t e i f f P = I . 
To see t h i s note that C(I,-) : C — • Sets preserves 
(tensor-) produets, so a dual basis f o r P must be of the 
form ( f 0 ' P 0 ) 6 [P' 1] * p ( * ) hence p = <p>f Qp Q implies 
P = I p Q and l a x •—• x p Q € P defines an isomorphism. The 
converse, I i s f i n i t e , i s t r i v i a l to see. 
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4. In t h i s paragraph we want to study various properties 
of f i n i t e objects and adjunctions and compare them with 
the corresponding c l a s s i c a l concepts. 
Assume that P — Q i s an adjunction between A and n 
B . Then, as for adJoint functors, we can define the 
corresponding comonad C:= P e ß Q i n A C A . The counit 
i s e: P ® B Q —> A and the c o m u l t i p l i c a t i o n i s 
A: P « ß Q = P « ß (B Q) > P * ß ( (Q ® A P) * ß 0) = 
(P « ß Q) s A (P . B Q) 
where the arrow i s induced by n . I t i s easy to v e r i f y 
that A and e define a coassociative counitary comulti-
p l i c a t i o n . In the category A C A of continuously r i g h t 
A - c o f l a t objects i n A C A we can define a tensor-product 
_., M 8 N = M • N by 1 .9. Thus ( C , £3 , A) becomes a 
» £— A A A 
5 ® monoidal category and (P « D 0 , A , e) i s a comonoid i n 
m o 
> c A C A with A (p ® ß q) = p ® ß q Q ® A p Q ® ß q and dual basis 
§ 3 1 q o #A P o • 
Observe that f o r any commutative r i n g K and any 
f i n i t e l y generated K-module P the above construction 
gives P ®_ Horn«(P,K) the str u c t u r e of a coalgebra i n 
K-Mod-K , but not n e c e s s a r i l y i n K-Mod , since the two 
K-structures on P «^HomK(P,K) do not coincide i n general. 
In p a r t i c u l a r K K becomes a coalgebra i n K-Mod-K . 
I f we take, however, A = I then A ? A = C as monoidal 
categories and thus P ®_ Q forms a comonoid i n C for 
every B such that P i s continuously B - c o f l a t (2.7). 
I f C = K-Mod then f o r every f i n i t e l y generated p r o j e c t i v e 
K-module P and every K-subalgebra B of End v (P) there 
i s a auotient coalgebra P Honv(P,K) of P &v Homv(P,K) = 
Hon^ (HomK(P,P) ,K) . The v e r i f i c a t i o n that the l a s t isomorphism 
i s a coalgebra isomorphism i s l e f t to the reader. 
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I f P € i s f i n i t e then many n a t u r a l transformations 
should become n a t u r a l isomorphisms, as the example 
C = K-Mod suggests. In the general case we get 
4.1 P r o p o s i t i o n : a) Let P e AC be f i n i t e . Then there are 
na t u r a l isomorphisms f o r M € and X fe C 
i ) A[P,M] = A[P,A] e A M 
i i ) AC(P,M) * A[P/A] a M(I) 
i i i ) A[P,M ® X] Ä A[P,M] e X 
iv) AC(P,M • X) = A fP / M] e X(I) 
v) A [ P e X,M] S [X, A[P,A] ® A M] 
v i ) AC(P • X,M) = C(X, A[P,A] « a M) 
b) Let P 6 AC be f i n i t e and continuously A - c o f l a t . 
Then there are n a t u r a l isomorphisms f o r M £ C A , X £ C 
i ) r A[>' A] ,M] A = M « A P 
i i ) C A( A[P,A] ,M) 2 M e A P(I) 
i i i ) [X e A[P,A] ,M] A * [X,M ® A P] ' 
iv) C A(X * A[P,A],M) = C(X,M « A P) 
°) L e t P € AC be f i n i t e and l e t C be Symmetrie. 
Then there are n a t u r a l isomorphisms f o r M * A C ß and N e 
i) [ A[P,M] ,N] ß * A[M,[ A[P,A] ,N] B] 
i i ) C ß( A[P,M],N) = AC(M,[ A[P,A] ,N] ß) 
±1 [ A [ P ' A ] ' N ] B e x i s t s ' 
d) Let P € AC , P' € ßC be f i n i t e and l e t C be closed 
monoidal Symmetrie. Then there i s a n a t u r a l isomorphism for 
M 6 AC and N 6 ßC 
A[P,M] « B[P',N] * A # ß [ p * P' , M • N] 
Proof: a) By 3 .10. f. we get A[P,M] = Q * A. M = A [ P , A ] ® M 
and A [ P r M ® X] = Q ® A (M ® X) = (Q « A M) • X = A[P,M] ® X . 
The isomorphisms i i ) and iv) f o l l o w by applying C(I,-) . 
vi) i s again 3.10.f. and v) follows by 
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C(Y, [P €> X,M]) = AC (P ® X ® Y,M) = C(X ® Y ,Q « A M) 
= C(X • Y, A [P, A] © a M) = C(Y,[X, A[P,A] ® A M]) . 
b) By 3.11 we get [Q/M] a ^ M « a P as i n a) f o r the other 
s i d e , where we use P = [ A [ P , A ] , A ] a from 3.10.d. Further-
more [x e Q , M ] A = [X,M ® A p] 1 . 
c) For Q = A[P,A] we get 
[A[P,M] ,N] ß ^ [Q « A M,N] ß £ A [ M / [ Q , N ] ] ß by [ 9 , 3.11] 
= A [ ^ L A [ P ' A ] , N ] ] B . 
The second isomorphism a r i s e s again by applying C(I,-) . 
d) This isomorphism reduces to 
(Q « A M) e (Q« « B N) = (Q » Qf) « A ^ ß (M • N) 
wit h Q = A[P,A] and Q» = B [ P ' , B ] . 
For many purposes one needs a s l i g h t l y stronger 
property f o r P € than being f i n i t e . 
4.2 D e f i n i t i o n ; P € i s c a l l e d f i n i t e l y generated 
p r o j e c t i v e (over A) i f 
i) A[P,A] and A[P/P] e x i s t 
i i ) A [ P , A ] € C A i s continuously A - c o f l a t 
i i i ) there i s a strong dual basis f Q ® p Q e A [ P , A ] e P(I) 
such that 
(<p>f Q)p o = p for a l l X € C and a l l p * P(X) . 
4 .3 Lemma: P € is_ f i n i t e l y generated p r o j e c t i v e over 
A i f f P _is f i n i t e and the map 
A[P,A] ® P(I) A [ P # A ] * A P(I) 
i s s u r j e c t i v e ( i . e . f : A [ P ,A] ® P — * A [ P ,A] ® A P i s 
r a t i o n a l l y s u r j e c t i v e ) . 
Proof: I f P i s f i n i t e and *f i s r a t i o n a l l y s u r j e c t i v e 
then the dual basis f p for P has a counterimage 
o A *• o 
f Q e p Q and conditions 1 ) , 2) , and 3) of the d e f i n i t i o n 
are s a t i s f i e d . I f P i s f i n i t e l y generated p r o j e c t i v e then 
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the image of f » p Q i s a dual basis f o r P and P 
i s f i n i t e . I f f » A p e A[P,A] ® a P(I) then f ® A p = 
f(<p>f ) ® Ä p i s the image of f(<p>f ) ® p € O ci. o o o 
A[P,Aj e P(I) , thus ^ i s r a t i o n a l l y s u r j e c t i v e . 
The same argument as i n the above proof shows that 
A[P,A] » P(X) — r A[P,A] * A P(X) 
i s s u r j e c t i v e f o r a l l f i n i t e l y generated p r o j e c t i v e 
objects P € AC and a l l X c C . I f I « C i s p r o j e c t i v e , 
i . e . f o r each epimorphism f: X — > Y i n C the map f ( I ) 
i s s u r j e c t i v e , then every f i n i t e object i s f i n i t e l y generated 
p r o j e c t i v e . This i s f o r example the case i n the categories 
of s e t s , of abelian groups, of K-modules and of Banach 
Spaces. I f K i s i n j e c t i v e as a K-module then t h i s holds 
also f o r (K-Mod)°p . 
I f F,G: A C — • ß C are C-functors and i f F and G 
preserve d i f f e r e n c e cokernels of (ti: AC —> C ) - c o n t r a c t i b l e 
p a i r s , i f furthermore f : F — > G i s a C-morphism and 
^(A) : F(A) — • G(A) i s an isomorphism then the f o l l o w i n g 
diagram commutes 
F(M) = F(A) • M 
|f(M) I f(A) « A M 
G(M) = G(M) • M 
by the u n i v e r s a l property of d i f f e r e n c e cokernels. Hence 
*f{M) i s an isomorphism for a l l M € . I f we drop the 
assumption that F and G preserve d i f f e r e n c e cokernels 
of U-contractible p a i r s we get the f o l l o w i n g . 
4.4 P r o p o s i t i o n : Let F,G: AC — * ßC be C-functors and 
of: F — > G be a C-morphism. Assume that 
<p(A) : F (A) — > G (A) 
i s an isomorphism. Then 
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(P) : F(P) G(P) 
i s an isomorphism f o r a l l f i n i t e l y generated p r o j e c t i v e 
P . A c 
Proof: The f o l l o w i n g diagram i n 
A « P 
i s commutative: 
A « P 
where the morphisms are defined by 
g Q ( a ® b «> p) = ab » p 
g^ (a ® b ® p) 
g (a e p) = a < 
k (p) = <p>f e p 
a ® bp 
cp>f e p 
v (a e P and where 
p) = ap 
f «> p i s a strong dual basis f o r P . Both o o 3 
functors preserve t h i s diagram, hence we get di f f e r e n c e 
cokernels i n the rows of the f o l l o w i n g commutative diagram 
F(A) • A ® P = $ F(A) « P —> F(P) = F(A) ® A P 
l l i f(A) ® A ® P U Z f(A) • P j «f(P) Ittcf(A) « A P 
G(A) e A e P G(A) e P • G(P) G(A) ® A P 
such that ep(P) becomes an isomorphism. 
This p r o p o s i t i o n i s a counterpart of the corresponding 
p r o p o s i t i o n f o r a d d i t i v e functors instead of C-functors. 
4.5 P r o p o s i t i o n : Let F: B C be a C-functor and 
F(A) 6 ß C A be B - f i n i t e and continuously A - c o f l a t . Then for 
every f i n i t e l y generated p r o j e c t i v e P e AC we have 
F(P) £ _C f i n i t e . 
ti ————— 
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Proof: As i n the above proof we get a d i f f e r e n c e 
cokernel 
F (A) » A e P F (A) e P —* F (P) = F (A) • P 
i n ßC . But F(A) 6 ß C A i s f i n i t e over B and 
P e A C i s f i n i t e over A , thus by 2.3 and 3.10 we get 
F(A) © A P = F(P) € ß C f i n i t e . 
In ["12, Theorem 17] and [3, C o r o l l a r y 2.4] i t i s shown 
that monoidal functors preserve f i n i t e o bjects. We want 
to i n v e s t i g a t e a s p e c i a l case of t h i s . For t h i s purpose 
l e t C be a closed Symmetrie monoidal category and B € C 
a bimonoid. Then i t i s easy to see that ( BC,«,I) i s again 
a monoidal category by diagonal a c t i o n of B on a tensor 
produet M ® N (cf. [13] ) . To denote t h i s B-structure we 
w i l l w r i t e «• N . I t i s also c l e a r that the underlying 
funetor LI: C C — • C i s a monoidal funetor. Thus we have 
4.6 P r o p o s i t i o n : Let B be a bimonoid i n the closed 
Symmetrie monoidal category C . I_f P € ß C is_ f i n i t e (with 
respect to the monoidal struetnre of ß C ) , then P & C i s 
al s o f i n i t e . 
Assume f u r t h e r that C has d i f f e r e n c e kernels so that 
ß [ ^ M ® B,N] e x i s t s . Then we have an isomorphism 
ß C ( A M • T,N) ^ B C ( T , ß [ A M * B,N]) 
which shows that D C i s also closed. The B-structure on 
B [ M e B,N] i s given by <m ® b>(b'f) = <m ® bb 1 > f [4,6.1]. 
This i s i n d e e d again i n [M ® B,N] since 
(b<m 9 b'>) (b"f) = <b ( 1 )m 9 b ( 2 ) b ' b H > f = b(<m 9 b f>(b"f)) . 
The isomorphism and i t s inverse are given by l and r 
w i t h 
<m 9 b>Z(f)(t):= f(m 9 bt) 
r(g)(m 9 t ) : = <m 9 1>g(t) . 
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I t i s easy to v e r i f y that z and r map morphisms of 
_C i n t o _,C and are inverses of eachother. In a s i m i l a r 
way we get 
ß C ( A T 9 M,N) = B C ( T / ß [ A B e M,N]) 
so that D C i s b i c l o s e d (but not Symmetrie i n general). 
2 
I f H i s a Hopf monoid with S = 1 (antipode of order 2) 
i n C then Ä H,N] can be put i n t o a simpler form. 
Note that there i s an isomorphism i n R C H 
M e H = M e H 
A 
where the H-structure on the r i g h t of M 9 H i s m u l t i -
^ A 
p l i c a t i o n on H from the r i g h t , the m u l t i p l i c a t i o n on 
M e H on the r i g h t i s given by (m e h)»hf = S ( h ' ^ ) m e h h 1 
and the H-structure on the l e f t of M e> H i s m u l t i p l i c a t i o n 
on H from the l e f t . The isomorphism and i t s inverse Y 
are given by 
ef(m • h) := S ( h ( 1 ) ) m ® h ( 2 ) 
y (m 9 h):= h^^m 9 ^ 
as i s e a s i l y v e r i f i e d . Thus we have an isomorphism 
H [ A M 9 H,N] = H[M 9 H,M] = [M,N] 
where the l a s t isomorphism T i s defined by 
<m>(T(f)) = <m 9 1>f , 
<m 9 h>(T 1 ( g ) ) = h-<m>g . 
Let B again be an a r b i t r a r y bimonoid i n C . Then the 
morphism e: B —> I induces a funetor C — > ß C which 
makes every X € C i n t o a B-object v i a e . This funetor 
i s also monoidal so that Theorem 17 of [13] applies again, 
and we get more examples of f i n i t e objects i n C . 
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4.7 P r o p o s i t i o n ; Let B be a bimonoid i n the closed 
Symmetrie monoidal category C . I f P e C ijs f i n i t e , 
then P 6 _C with the t r i v i a l B-structure induced by 
e: B — > I is_ f i n i t e . 
In Li2] we discussed already the notion of r e l a t i v e 
or (B,A)-projective (resp. - i n j e c t i v e ) objects. 
4.8 D e f i n i t i o n : Let ep: A —*• B be a monoid homomorphism 
i n C . A morphism f: M — N i n ßC i s c a l l e d a (B,A) -
epimorphisms i f there i s a morphism g: M — M i n 
such that fg = 1 . f € ßC i s c a l l e d a (B,A)-monomorphism 
i f there i s g c _C such that gf = 1 W . 
A 3 M 
P * ßC i s c a l l e d (B,A)-projective i f for each commutative 
diagram 
with g,h i n ßC and k i n there i s g f : P — r M 
i n DC with hg 1 = g . 




with g,h i n ßC and k i n there i s g 1 : N —*• 0 
i n ßC with g'h = g . 
4.9 P r o p o s i t i o n : Let of: A — * B be a monoid homomorphism. 
Consider the f o l l o w i n g Statements for P € C: — _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ B 
a) P i_s (B,A) - p r o j e c t i v e , 
k) f o r each (B,A)-epimorphism h: M —> N with 
S p l i t t i n g 1: N —> M i n AC ( i . e . h l = 1 ) and 
each g: P — N i n ßC there i s g 1 : P — M i n 
_C such that 
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commutes, 
c) f o r each (B,A)-epimorphism h: M — > P there i s a 
B-morphism 1: P — r M such that h l = 1p . 
Then a) implies b) and b) implies c ) . 
I f C has ( f i n i t e ) pull-backs then c) implies a). 
Proof: a) = > b) : Define k: P — r M by k = l g . 
Then apply the d e f i n i t i o n . 
b) = > c) : Set N = P and g = 1 . 
c) = > a) : Let 
M x_T P P 
% 1 h l * 
M N 
be a pull-back i n C . Then i t i s also a pull-back i n 
and i n ßC by [9, Cor. 2.4] . Construct l 1 : P —> M ? 
i n .C by q ~ l ' = 1 and q K , l f = k with k: P — y M in A J ^P P 
such that hk = g . Then q p i s a (B,A)-epimorphism, 
Hence there i s a B - s p l i t t i n g h': P — • M x^ P with 
q p h t = 1 p • We get h(q Mh') = gq ph 1 = g or with g 1 = q^n' 
i n ßC we have hg' = g . 
4.10 P r o p o s i t i o n : Let j> : A — r B be a monoid homomorphism. 
a) If_ B ® A Q f o r Q € e x i s t s i n ßC , then i t is; 
(B,A)-projective. 
b) I_f P is_ (B,A) - p r o j e c t i v e and Q is_ a r e t r a c t of P 
i n ßC , then Q is_ (B, A) - p r o j e c t i v e . 
c) I_f P ijs (B,A) - p r o j e c t i v e and i f B ® A P e x i s t s i n 
0 C then P i s a r e t r a c t of B P i n _ C . 
JD — 1 " A D 
d ) _L_ t n e funetor B ® A - : —* ß C e x i s t s then fo r eaen 
M 6 ßC there i s a (B,A) - p r o j e c t i v e P and a (B, A) -
epimorphism P — M . 
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Proof: a) Given a commutative diagram 
M 
with k e AC and g,h € ßC 
by g' (b ® A q) := bk(1 ® A q) 
hg» (b ® A q) = h(bk(1 ® A q)) 
g(b ® Ä q) hence hg 1 = g . 
, define g': B ® Q —> M 
. Then g 1 € ßC and 
= bhk(1 ® A q) = bg(1 ® A q) = 
b) Consider the diagram 
a 
g 
with a,b,h,g € ßC and k € such that ab = 1^ 
and hk = g . Define k 1: P — Y M i n AC by k 1 = ka . 
Then hk 1 = ga hence there i s a g 1: P —> M i n 
with hg 1 = ga . Define g" : O — y M i n ßC by 
g":= g'b . Then hg" = hg'b = gab = g hence Q i s (B,A)-
p r o j e c t i v e . 
d) Take P = B ® A M , g: B ® A M —> M given by 
g(b ® A m) := bm and k: M — Y B ® a M given by k (m) : = 
1 ® A m . Then g _ ßC , k e AC and gk(m) = m , hence 
c) i s a consequence of d) and the (B,A) - p r o j e c t i v i t y 
of P . 
Dual r e s u l t s may be proved for (B , A ) - i n j e c t i v e objects 
r e p l a c i n g the l e f t - a d J o i n t B ® A - of U: — Y by 
the r i g h t adJoint a [ B , - ] . The d e t a i l s are l e f t to the 
reader. 
gk = 1 M 
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